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FIATUM COOKIE POLICY
Hello everyone, this is Fiatum Cookie Policy (the “Policy”).
When you visit our website or use a mobile app, we will place one or more cookies on your
device or use JavaScript, HTML 5 and other digital technologies to collect information
from your computer, mobile handset or other device. This information may contain
personal data. In this cookie policy we will tell you what cookies we will use and what their
functions are. How we process personal data that we obtain from your device is described
in our Privacy Policy.
When we refer to cookies, we mean small (temporary) text files that we send to your
device. We may also use similar digital technologies such as JavaScript, HTML 5, device
fingerprints, etc. We refer to all of these digital techniques as "cookies" in this Policy.

WHY DO WE USE COOKIES?
Cookies may be used for many different purposes. In the first place, these cookies ensure
that you can use the basic functionality of the website: they remember your selection and
the choices you make to improve your experience on our website. They help make the
shopping cart and checkout process possible as well as assist in security issues and
conforming to regulations. We call them “functional cookies”.

Cookies can also be used to allow us to further develop and improve the functionality of
our website by tracking usage. In some cases they improve the speed with which we can
process your request, allow us to remember site preferences you have selected.
These cookies channel back data to our data analytics tools. If you visit one of our
websites, we can determine from which marketing channel you originated (e.g., Google
AdWords, e-mail newsletter), what pages you viewed, which items you have added to your
cart and which ones you bought. We also receive information on how you use and
interact with our websites as well as on the amount of time that you spend on it. The
server of our websites also collects basic information that relates to the request that is
made from your browser when you visit the websites. These data may include information
on your last visit date and time, timestamp of the browser request, your IP address, basic
HTTP header information (like referral URL and user agent) and previous URL that was
requested by your browser.
Thirdly, “social media- and advertising cookies” offer the possibility to connect you to social
networks and share content from our website on social media. Information that we obtain
from advertising cookies is used to maintain your personal advertising profile. In addition,
Facebook, Google and other online actors can independently register your use of our
advertisements. Please read the privacy policies of such third parties as we are not
responsible for the personal data they process for their own purposes.
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When you withhold your consent this does not automatically delete any cookies that are
already on your device pursuant to your previous consent. You will need to delete these
cookies manually. How do you do this? Below you’ll find the way to remove cookies for
your particular browser:
Chrome
Firefox
Internet Explorer
Edge
Safari (iOS)
Safari (macOS)

OUR CONTACT DETAILS
UAB Fiatum, a Company duly registered under the laws of Lithuania, with its registered
number 305998680, and having its registered address at Vilnius, Šaltkalvių g. 64-23,
Lithuania.
Technical Support: support@fiatum.com
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